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About our college

Poojya Doddappa Appa
College of Engineering,
Kalaburagi is the first
institution established by
the HKE society in 1958.
The college is celebrating
its diamond jubilee year,
setting new standards in
the field of technical
education and achieving
greater heights.

The College is one of the oldest in Karnataka State having 11 under

graduate courses, 8 post graduate courses and research centers with

annual intake of about 1000 students.



Department of Industrial & Production Engineering

Vision Mission

“To be a centre of excellence in

education and research in the

field of Industrial and

Production Engineering and

known for its graduates serving

industry and society”.

• By transforming the manpower
with a professional attitude
and adaptable to industrial and
entrepreneurial environment.

• By adopting new teaching-
learning process so as to
expose the students in the
field of design, manufacturing,
management and computer
applications to fulfill the needs
of society.

MISSION OF IEOM: IEOM Society’s core purpose is to globally foster

critical thinking and its effective utilization in the field of Industrial

Engineering (IE) and Operations Management (OM) by providing means to

communicate and network among diversified people, especially in

emerging countries, motivated by similar interests.



Introduction- About IEOM@IPE.PDA Newsletter

• IEOM Society Student chapter 

is started in Department of 

Industrial & Production 

Engineering. 

• The chapter was launched in 

March 2018 with enrolment of 

members of final year.

• The chapter founder and 

faculty advisor Dr.Qutubuddin

S.M., and the faculty members 

namely Dr. S.S.Hebbal, 

Dr.S.S.Kalashetty, 

Dr.Mallikarjun Uppin and 

Dr.Devsudhakar Patil were 

present on the occasion and 

addressed the students.

• Mission of Student Chapter: To 

provide the students a platform 

for learning beyond the regular 

curriculum, by conducting 

workshops, seminars, lectures 

and conducting other co-

curricular activities.

• Objectives of newsletter: To 

provide an overview of all the 

activities/events organised or 

attended by our students and 

to document all these activities 

for information sharing with the 

alumni, industry and other 

interested bodies.

mailto:IEOM@IPE.PDA


Introduction of IEOM Society 

Introduction of IEOM Society and its

activities and role of student chapters

by Dr. Qutubuddin S.M., Faculty

Advisor, Student Chapter @IPE.PDA.

IEOM organizes International

conferences and workshops to help

professionals and researchers

around the world to communicate

and exchange knowledge. This can

help to improve IE knowledge and

research and help the participants to

be more successful in their careers.

IEOM Professional / Student Chapter can help professionals / students in the

development or enhancement their outer important skills, including:

leadership, communications, organization, planning, time management,

budgeting and finance, and other professional skills. Those can help to

prepare for their career and to be successful in longer term.



IEOM Student Chapter Inauguration 

The IEOM Society Student

Chapter was inaugurated by

cutting a cake by the Faculty

and student members of the

department.

Dr.S.S.Kalashetty, Prof.Avinash
Sambrani, Dr.Qutubuddin S.M. &
Veerendra Swamy with students



Founding Members of IEOM Students 

Chapter

Seated Left-Right:   Dr.Qutubuddin.S.M, Dr.S.S.Hebbal (Ex.Principal & Director, 

R&D) Dr.S.S.Kalashetty (Head of Dept.), Dr.M.S.Uppin & Dr.Devsudhakar Patil with 

the student members of IEOM Society Student Chapter @IPE.PDA



Industrial Visit

Exa-Thermometrics Pvt.Ltd Sea Rocks Industry Pvt.Ltd

Students visited two major Automobile Component Manufacturing 

Industries in Bangalore, Karnataka-INDIA on 20th April 2018.



Short term course on Geometric 

Dimensioning & Tolerancing (GD&T) 

One week short term course was conducted for the students of

Industrial & Production, Mechanical and Automobile Engineering on

April 25th 2018, in association with the CANTER CADD, Chennai. The

speakers from CANTER CADD and other reputed institutes

conducted the workshop with hands on exposure.

Venue: Computer Centre @ PDACE



Industrial Visit

Kalaburagi is known for pulse processing industries having about 

200 such units. Students regularly visit these industries to study 

about Occupational Health Safety  & Ergonomic  problems. 



Industrial visit to Stone Quarry

As part of academic activities, our students regularly visit local small scale

industries to study and try to solve problems related to productivity, layout,

workplace and Work station design, inventory etc.

Founder members of IEOM student chapter visited stone quarry and

distributed First-Aid Box, Personnel Protective Equipments like Hand Gloves,

Ear Plugs, Masks, Shoes and Helmets to some of the workers in stone

quarries. This kind gesture was well appreciated by workers and owners of the

mines.



Teacher’s Day Celebration

Teacher's Day is celebrated on
September 5 every year
through out India in memory of
Late Dr. Sarvapalli
Radhakrishnan on his birthday.

When he became the second President of India in 1962, his students

were eager to celebrate his birthday, but he refused their idea by

saying “Instead of celebrating my birthday, it would be my proud

privilege if September 5 is observed as Teachers’ Day.” Ever since

then, his birthday is observed as Teachers’ Day all over the country.



Engineer’s Day Celebration

The Engineering Community

across INDIA celebrates 

Engineers Day on 15th

September every year as a

tribute to the greatest Indian

Engineer, Bharat Ratna

Sir Mokshagundam

Visvesvaraya.

He was India’s most

prolific civil engineer, dam

builder, economist and

statesman.

"Role of Engineers in a developing

India" is the theme of Engineers

Day 2018.



Seminar on Placement

A talk was arranged on the placement and job opportunities in Industrial

Engineering for B.E. Industrial & Production Engineering Students. 

Speaker: Prof. Avinash Sambrani



Members  of  IEOM Student Chapter

Members of IEOM Chapter with Prof. Avinash Sambrani, speaker on

Placement and Job Opportunities and Faculty Advisor Dr. Qutubuddin S.M.



Technical Events

On November 17, 2018, inter departmental Technical Quiz and Debate was

organized in I&PE Department under IEOM Student Chapter, as a part of Students

Extra Curriculum Activities.

The faculty members played the role of judges and IEOM members organized and

conducted the event. Later Prizes were distributed to the winners.



Software Workshop on Fusion 360

A three day Software Training Workshop was conducted by Mr.

Pradeep Kallur, Industrialist and an Entrepreneur. Students were

introduced to the latest Fusion 360 software and they were

successfully able to create a 3D model at the end of workshop.



A talk on SAP Certification

A talk was organized by IEOM@IPE.PDA on SAP Certification and

employment opportunities. Mr.Vinay R. Jalwarkar from I.T. Champs

Academy, Bengaluru, delivered the lecture and discussed the various

modules in SAP and training for Industrial & Production Engineers.

Here Mr. Vinay R.Jawalkar is seen with Faculty Advisor IEOM student

chapter and the students.



Seminar on Personality Development

• Overview: 

A seminar on personality

development and

communication skills was

organised by

IEOM@IPE.PDA for the

benefit of students. 

• Speaker:  Dr.M.S.Uppin

• Place: I&PE Dept. 

Seminar Hall.

• Date: December 12th ,   

2018



Fresher’s Party for Juniors

The word fresher's party itself points towards Fresher's i.e. the event to have a 

good communication with the juniors and to  welcome them in the 

department.

Every year Fresher's party for new students to department and Farewell party 

for outgoing students is organized. Prizes are distributed to students winning 

the various events conducted. Date: February 22nd 2019.



IEOM@IPE.PDA Student Chapter Officers

Standing L to R: Aishwaraya, Adam Sailas, Dr. Qutubuddin S.M., Arman Sami, 

Talib Hussain, Nikhil Kumar. Sitting L to R: Jagadish, Md.Azeem & Md.Irshan.



Contact us on:

• www.ieomipe.pda@gmail.com

• www.syedqutub16@gmail.com

• www.aishwaryaglb333@gmail.com

• www.adamsailas1995@gmail.com

• www.ratkaljagadish@gmail.com

http://www.ieomipe.pda@gmail.com/
http://www.syedqutub16@gmail.com/
http://www.aishwaryaglb333@gmail.com/
http://www.adamsailas1995@gmail.com/
http://www.ratkaljagdish@gmail.com/

